Mechanical and Electrical Fitting Advanced Apprenticeship in Washington, NE38 8QA

The Company

From their origins in 1984 this company has become a leading innovator of technical textile machinery.

Our range of core products coupled with our extensive experience in the special purpose machine fields of 3D weaving, composites and non-woven’s allows us to offer competitive machinery solutions within a large range of textile disciplines.

Job Role

The role is 37 hours. Monday – Thursday 08.00 – 16:30 Friday 08.00 – 13.00 and duties will include:

- Maintain a high level of good housekeeping in all areas
- Must be able to work alone or as part of a time
- Complete all necessary college work on time and to the correct standard
- Complete the requirements of the apprenticeship which requires in house company training
- Adopt a continuous improvement attitude in developing work throughout
- Take an active role in adhering to quality control and quality standards

Applicants must have GCSE C or above in English, maths a science and IT. (Minimum 4 GCSE at level 4/C and above)

Salary

The successful applicants will start asap on a salary of £3.70 per hour with increments based on successful progression.

To Apply

Interested in this or any of our other apprenticeship vacancies? Apply online at www.seta.co.uk Please click on Engineering at the top of the online form and quote reference GrifMechelec in the reference box.